Exercise 1: Quotations and Attribution
Wording, Placement and Punctuation
INSTRUCTIONS: Make any changes necessary to improve the attribution in the following
sentences and paragraphs. Also correct style, spelling and punctuation errors.

1. “Our goal is peace”. claimed the president.

2. Benjamin Franklin said: “death takes no bribes”.

3. She said her son refers to her literary endeavors as, “moms writing thing”.

4. He is a scuba diver and pilot. He also enjoys skydiving. “I like challenge, something exciting.”

5. “The dangers promise to be of indefinite duration.” the president said referring to the Mideast
crisis.

6. “A free press can of course be good or bad, but, most certainly, without freedom it will never
be anything but bad....” “Freedom is nothing else but a chance to be better, whereas
enslavement is a certainty of the worse.” said the writer Albert Camus in one of his books.

7. Jesse Owens expressed the opinion that “I think that America has become too athletic.” “From
Little League to the pro leagues, sports are no longer recreation.” “They are big business, and
they’re drudgery.” he continued.

8. The man smiled, “It’s a great deal for me.” “I expect to double my money,” he explained.

9. When asked what she likes most about her job as a newspaper reporter, the woman
responded by saying—“I’m not paid much, but the work is important. And it’s varied and
exciting.” She grinned: “Also, I like seeing my byline in the paper.”

10. The librarian announced to reporters that the new building “will cost somewhere in the
neighborhood of about $4.6 million.”

11. “Thousands of the poor in the United States,” said the professor, “die every year of diseases
we can easily cure.” “It’s a crime,” he said, “but no one ever is punished for their deaths.”

12. Thomas said students should never be spanked. “A young boy or girl who gets spanked in
front of peers becomes embarrassed and the object of ridicule.”

13. The lawyer said, “He ripped the life-sustaining respirator tubes from his throat three times in
an effort to die. He is simply a man” the lawyer continued “who rejects medical treatment
regardless of the consequences. He wants to die and has a constitutional right to do so.”

14. Bobby Knight, the basketball coach at Texas Tech University, said. “Everyone has the will to
win.” “Few have the will to prepare.” Knight added that. “It is the preparation that counts.”

15. She said she firmly believes that the federal government “must do more” to help cities
“support and retrain” the chronically unemployed.

Exercise 2: Verbs of Attribution
INSTRUCTIONS: Below are several verbs that reporters often use as substitutes for "said"
when attributing statements. Define each of these verbs and give an example of how it may
be correctly used for attribution.

add

mention

affirm

note

announce

observe

assert

point out

assure

pronounce

aver

propound

claim

recite

comment

respond

conclude

reveal

continue

set forth

declaim

specify

declare

state

discourse

suggest

emphasize

tell

explain

urge

express

utter

inform

warn

maintain

wonder

Exercise 3: Using Quotes in News Stories
INSTRUCTIONS: Write complete news stories based on the following information. Use direct
quotations in each story to emphasize the highlights, but do not use quotations to tell the
entire story. Use the most interesting, important and revealing quotations and paraphrase
the rest of the quoted information. Correct any errors in grammar, punctuation and
Associated Press style.
1. Jonathan Ashton is a congressman representing your state. He is very unhappy about a
decision the House of Representatives made on a bill that was recently brought up for a vote:
"The President lost a battle in Congress today. Congress decided against spending $12 million
for a cause the president favored. The project involved huge dish-shaped antennas which
listened for radio signals from outer space. It was cut from NASA's budget. The House today
approved a $14.29 billion budget for NASA in a 355–48 vote. If the Senate agrees with the
House, the space agency budget for next fiscal year will be $2 billion above current spending
levels but $800 million below what the president requested. The president wanted included in
the budget $12 million for the alien-search project. NASA's search for extraterrestrial
intelligence, a project known as SETI, was to cost $100 million over 10 years. Its sophisticated
radio antennas have picked up only static since the program began, but that does not mean
that the program should be abandoned. We never may discover life beyond our own planet if
we abandon the search for that life." Rep. Ronald Machtley, a Republican congressman from
Rhode Island, opposes the SETI project and the money being spent on it. He had this to say:
"I suggest that the money be spent on education. I'd rather see a search for terrestrial
intelligence in our schools than a search for intelligent life in space that may not exist."
2. The Department of Veterans Affairs today admitted that its made a little mistake. This is what
Geraldine Anderson, public affairs officer for the Department of Veterans Affairs had to say:
"The mistake cost an estimated $5.7 million a year for the past eleven years. Each year, the
Veterans Affairs Department pays more than $14.7 billion in disability compensation and
pension benefits to more than 2.8 million veterans and to nearly 1 million surviving spouses
and other dependents. An audit of those payments revealed that the Department of Veterans
Affairs has been paying benefits to more than 1,200 veterans who are dead. The exact total
was 1,212 veterans who were reported dead. About 100 of the veterans have been dead a
decade or more. Auditors said the department could have reduced the erroneous payments by
matching VA benefit payment files with death information maintained by the Social Security
Administration. In the past, the department relied on voluntary reporting of deaths as a basis
for ending benefits. This means the department will have to develop a new and more
strenuous auditing plan to determine who is eligible for benefits and when those benefits
should end. Also, the Department of Veterans Affairs will seek to bring to justice those who
fraudulently took money from the department that they did not truly deserve. There are many
honest and deserving veterans out there who have served their country admirably, and the
department wants to continue to serve them and provide the benefits they have earned. But
as we all know, it only takes a few rotten apples to spoil the whole barrel. The Department of
Veterans Affairs will be implementing a new program in the next several months that will
provide a more accurate accounting of the veterans who are receiving benefits and what they
are receiving. We are hoping that this new effort will save the department money so there are
more funds for those veterans who need our programs."
3. Dr. Cathleen Graham, M.D., is head of your citys Department of Health. At a press conference
today, she announced that a prominent doctor recently revealed that he has developed AIDS.
Following is what she had to say: "Todd Lefforge is an orthodontist who has been working in
our community for 11 years. He is 36 years old and lives at 537 Peterson Place. He has a
practice of about 750 current patients. He has treated approximately 5,000 more in the past.
Three days ago he announced that he has AIDS. He was diagnosed with AIDS six days ago. He
immediately closed his practice. He also wrote a letter to all his patients, mostly children, and
their parents. His letter, which parents began to receive today, says, 'I am very sorry for any
anxiety this may cause to anyone.' 'I have always followed the CDC [Centers for Disease
Control] guidelines regarding infection and sterilization procedures,' he wrote. 'I feel no
patients could have been infected by me.' The Department of Health has set up an emergency
center at its downtown office where, starting today, his patients can be tested for the AIDS

virus and counseled about their fears. In the departments conversations with Dr. Leforge, who
decided to immediately close his practice, he said he tried to be reassuring in his letter. I and
the department agree that the risk is minimal. But the long odds don't lessen the fears of a
parent. Since we're dealing primarily with children, its more emotional. Its going to be a
traumatic time for them. The testing which will be done in Room 103 of the Patterson Health
Center Building on State Street is free. The only thing any former patient of Dr. Lefforge will
need is a form of identification. Dr. Leforge has already turned over the names of his patients
to the Health Department."

